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Newsletter March 2021
As always, we love to celebrate the AIS community! I am going to start by talking about a group of
AIS students who have spent their whole school lives here with us. When a generation goes all the
way through as a student at the school it is something to celebrate. The following students have been
with us since KG or Primary and are now about to graduate in Year 13: YoungJin Cho (Eric), Cao Tien
Phan, Nguyen Hoang Yen Minh, Chuang Chi Van, Dao Hoang Giang, Jean Mark Noceto, Nguyen
Thai Nhu Quynh (Lea), Zyle Demasuay Estacion, Antony Sundberg and Tran Gia Bao.
We are proud of all our students,
including those transitioning from
Primary to Secondary and those
graduating now but this group deserve
a special celebration and we are
honouring them with an exhibition in
the foyer at Thu Thiem to say thank you
for staying with us through the years.
We will, of course, be extremely interested in what they
achieve in the future as they enter the growing cohort of
AIS alumni and we hope they are able to look back fondly
on their time with us as they take their talent and skills
into the world and we also hope they will come back and
visit us with tales of their new adventures and
achievements.
In mentioning achievement, I must highlight the amazing
journey of one of our former students who is now a rising
star in the AFL Women’s League in Australia, Eliza
McNamara (see picture). It is always wonderful to hear of
our former students’ successes.
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We really enjoy finding opportunities to showcase our students’ talent and this newsletter features
some marvellous Year 3 work, highlighting links with Australia. Another theme of this newsletter is
people’s passions. At AIS, we have seen some wonderful music and dance performances along with
some engaging assemblies where students present their ideas and share their talents and we hope,
in the run up to our final semester before the summer break, to be able to share this and more with
the wider community. I am excited to say that a number of our students will be performing at the
annual Saimuse Concert, which is being held at the HCMC Conservatory of Music on Saturday April
24th and they will also be conducted by our Music Director, Mr Colin Burstow.
It continues to be a source of frustration that we are unable to have large groups of parents together
at the school, but I do want to thank the Parent Friends Group for hanging in there and contributing
to our belated Tet festival and our upcoming ‘International’ celebration. We are trying to maintain as
many of our calendared events as possible – our Book Week is running now, for example, but we do
look forward to a time when we are post-covid19 and able to come together as a whole school
community and celebrate the end of these restrictions with something special.
As you will be aware, we are preparing for the exam season in our senior school, and we are already
planning for the year ahead. We are recruiting staff for the next academic year and I am excited to
see some experienced and skilled educators preparing to join the AIS community. We have searched
hard to find excellent teachers and leaders and we are fortunate that the vibrant AIS community was
a positive attraction for these new colleagues when they were considering joining us. We do have
some staff members moving on or returning home and we want to thank them for their wonderful
service to AIS while getting ready to welcome new faces and also welcoming some of our current
team into new leadership roles.
It is also re-enrolment time and we have our Open Days coming up and AIS remains a premium
choice for families in HCMC so we will be happy to welcome new students and families to AIS and
take pleasure in seeing most of our current student body happy to move on up to a new year at
school. I do want to thank those families who have remained with us throughout the years, and I am
determined to see AIS grow and develop as a place they can be happy and proud to be part of. I
know that it is important to keep the conversation with the wider AIS community going and If there
is anything we can do to make AIS work even better I want to restate that I am always open to
listening to parents’ views and ideas. Let’s keep talking!

Davina McCarthy
Leading to a Brighter Future
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Message from the Primary
& Kindergarten Principal
Julian Carroll - Primary and Kindergarten Principal

PASSIONS AND MUSIC

W

hat are your passions? What experiences do you enjoy? This question is significant and equally the response is
important as well. Prominent Australian psychologist and social commentator, Dr. Michael Carr-Gregg, advises
that to promote sound wellbeing in our children, we need to ‘engage in activities that promote a sense of calm and
feeling grounded’ and ‘do things that make you feel emotionally and physically safe’ (from ‘Riding the Coronacoaster’
Masterclass). In the age that we are in I believe that this has never been more important. For me it is music – listening
and playing. I can listen to my favourite songs and artists for hours and when I do, the music takes me to a happy and
contented place. My taste is quite broad but I do appreciate the melodies and songs from the late 1960s and 1970s and
artists including the Beatles, James Taylor, the Doobie Brothers, Eric Clapton and Chicago are personal favourites.
Coldplay, John Mayer, The Teskey Brothers and Ed Sheeran are more contemporary choices. I also love to perform
music, especially with other people, and there is ‘great satisfaction’, to contrast a well know Rolling Stones song, when
the audience appreciates and enjoys your musical performance. To bring a sense of joy and positivity to others is a
privilege. I am a qualified Music Teacher with a Graduate Diploma of Music Education and have taught Music in schools
and privately for over 30 years and I am delighted to see Music ‘front and centre’ at AIS. Learning to play and master
an instrument is a skill that stretches the mind and research has shown that there are complimentary benefits for
academic achievement when students learn an instrument. At AIS the students are continually exploring, improvising
and performing through the Music program. I encourage you to talk with your son or daughter about their taste in music,
share your own personal experiences and if your child is not yet learning an instrument, consider starting some lessons.
In Australia, we sometimes refer to the action in the colloquial phrase: have a go! I exhort you all to find your passion!
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YEAR 3 AUSTRALIAN INDIGENOUS ART
Ian Osberg - Teacher (Primary)
As part of our inquiry into Australia for our Australian Day assembly, 3IOS was inspired and wanted to pay homage
to the Indigenous people and their unique styled art that is based on dreamtime stories.
As a class, we inquired into special techniques, styles, colours, and designs. Part of the inspiration process lead
us to read and watch traditional stories. We included native Australian animals, and even researched the ancient
Indigenous names for the animals used in our paintings.
We hope that you enjoy our Aboriginal inspired art an encourage you to investigate more into the Aboriginal
culture.
Kindest regards,
Mr. Osberg - Year 3IOS

BAO NGAN VU (YEAR 3 IOS)

AYAKA KHAHAN NAGATA (YEAR 3 IOS)

OLIVER ROGERS (YEAR 3 IOS)

YI NING YE (YEAR 3 IOS)
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MINH MINH LE (YEAR 3 IOS)

MINH THU NGUYEN (JESSICA) (YEAR 3 IOS)

KIJOON LEE (YEAR 3 IOS)

MINH ANH NGUYEN (MIA) (YEAR 3 IOS)

UYEN NGHI LUONG (XUKA) (YEAR 3 IOS)

LEE SANG LOC (YEAR 3 IOS)

HUNG VIET QUACH (YEAR 3 IOS)

KIM JEEYUN (YEAR 3 IOS)
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IB NEWS
Mark Beales - IBDP Coordinator

Students of the Month
Two IB students have been recognised for their Principled behaviour in our latest Student of the Month
awards.
Teachers nominate students each month based on the IB’s Learner Profile. Last month they focused on
students who were Principled. In Year 13 the winner was Huynh Thu Ngan (Tabi) for her helpfulness and
approach to her studies. In Year 12, the winner was Ben Nguyen, who serves on the Sports Council and also
spoke to teachers during a recent visit from another international school.

CAS is Complete!
IB students from AIS have helped their community by carrying out dozens of special projects.
Year 13 students held a party to celebrate the completion of their Creativity, Activity, Service (CAS) work. To
recognise this, CAS Coordinator Ms Hutting organised a small party in the IB Centre, where students
completed their final interviews and reflected on what they had achieved.
CAS is designed to help students take on new challenges,
develop organisational skills and help their community.
AIS students carried out more than 1,500 experiences,
which ranged from helping the homeless in their
community, trying new sports and volunteering in the
Primary school. Other achievements included
supporting flood victims in central Vietnam, showing
others how to care for animals, volunteering at a local
orphanage and organising science and sports events.
Some students helped deaf teenagers to play basketball,
while others performed free concerts for charity.

Mock Exams
Year 13 students have been given a taste of what
it’s like to sit real IB exams.
They sat their mock exams at the start of March in
our new, purpose-built IB Centre. More than 100
students in Year 13 sat their mocks, which will help
them see how much progress they have made
and also prepare them for the real exams in May.
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Join the Junior Kindergarten children at Xi Campus
in discovering a magical world of wonder where
light bounces and shadows dance
Estelle Jennings - Kindergarten Teacher at Xi Campus

L

ight sources such as an overhead projector, flashlights
and lamps with articulated arms were used as
invitations to ignite the children’s natural curiosity to
explore, investigate and experiment with LIGHT and
SHADOW. By manipulating objects collected from around
the classroom, connections were made, ideas shared
and theories formed as they freely explored the unlimited
possibilities of light and shadow.

“Look, my shadow is moving.” – Gau
“It is jumping.” – Mon
“The shadows are wiggly; they go up and down.” – Ollie

When Axel discovered
the light of his flashlight
projecting a small circle
of light on the ceiling, he
exclaimed: “The moon!”

Ollie: “No, it’s the sun. It is
still day time. The sun
shines in the day. It is the
only star we see in the day!”

Some children formed shadow puppets by using their hands. They discovered that the shadows go darker as they
go closer to the wall and that they can make the shadows move up, down, side-ways, faster and slower by moving
their hands accordingly. Once their hands moved away from the light, the shadow disappeared.

Tho watched Gau as he was forming shadow puppets with
his hands. She put two little fingers up and said: “Bunny!”
Ollie: “The light cannot go through you, it bends around
you and makes a shadow.”

Using the flashlights, a new discovery was made when they
shone the light through the coloured sensory bottles. They
were intrigued by the images reflected in the convex mirrors.

In the words of Benjamin Franklin, “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I may remember. Involve me and I learn.”
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CAS SPOTLIGHT:

Becoming An Ambassador For IBlieve
By Yang Tu Vy
IBlieve is a positive, global IB community that creates free resources, events, and tutoring for IB students
by top-scoring graduates who are enthusiastic to help! There is a total of 46 High School Student
Ambassadors (HSAs), currently studying across the globe. I am proud to say I am one of them!
I found out about IBlieve in November 2020 through a search of how to tackle IB but it wasn’t until
December 2020 that I received their newsletter about IBlieve Ambassador Recruitment 2021. I started to
look at the community’s blog page and Instagram for a better overview about IBlieve’s founders as well
as what kind of working environment I should expect. I still remember clearly my emotion when I submitted
my application. I couldn’t help but feel anxious.
As an Ambassador for Vietnam, I am responsible for promoting IBlieve’s spirit and support both virtually
and locally. In this role, I support Vietnamese students who are currently IB students or upcoming IB
students. My main job is to be IBlieve’s fact on social media, specifically Instagram, and try to spread the
community’s work and services: tutoring, to more people.
I am also a Content Creator for the IBlieve website and Instagram Page. It’s my job to write monthly posts
based on requests or monthly themes. My most recent post is about How to tackle IB Visual Arts. I also
help the Blog Editor with editing other posts and giving feedback.
IBlieve is one of my best CAS experiences for Creativity and Service. The HSA position has given me the
opportunity to be more open-minded and seek creative ways to promote the community, which counts
as Creativity; Content Creator made me think thoroughly in the audience’s shoes: what would they want
to gain from reading my blog? I started with a post about Visual Arts, where I shared how I planned tasks
and met deadlines because this subject is structured somewhat differently to other subjects.
My initial inspiration for this post was my personal struggles when dealing with so many components and
criteria I need to stay on top of. In addition, these two positions ‘forced’ me to learn to balance my school
schedule. Work at IBlieve helps me to develop planning, organisational and collaborative skills. One of the
best things about being involved with IBlieve is working with people around the world who are my age!
If you are interested in tips and advice to survive IB, or looking for quality tutors – who are graduates from
around the world – you should definitely check out the IBlieve website.
Website: https://iblieve.org/
Instagram: @ib.lieve
Email: ciblieve.contact@gmail.com
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PYP NEWS
ONLINE LEARNING AT AIS
Leanne Raeside - PYP Coordinator

CONCEPTS
In the PYP Programme the children learn through concepts. Concepts are powerful, organising ideas that help
to build understandings across, between and beyond subjects.
There are 7 Key Concepts and these include:
Form (what is it like?)
Function (how does it work?)
Causation (why is it how it is?)
Perspective (what are the points of view?)
Change (how does it work?)
Connection (how does it link to other things?)
Responsibility (what are our obligations?)
The Year 3 children have been inquiring into “sharing the planet”. In this unit the students investigated into the
impact humans have on ecosystems.
They created stop motion films to demonstrate their understanding of the concept causation, by showing the
effects of deforestation and pollution on habitats.
One Year 3 student showed their understanding of responsibility by quoting, “Once you have knowledge it is up
to you to make the right choices.”

It was like a
night at the
Oscars

Deforestation causes animals to lose their homes

Pollution causes harm to our marine life

Students attended a film premier of the stop motion films
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AUSSIE AUSSIE AUSSIE!
Matthew Washer - Athletics Director

A

s an Australian International School, we aim to provide teaching and learning experiences that are uniquely
Australian. This includes sports. For many of us, growing up in Australia (and New Zealand), sports such as
netball, touch rugby and cricket were a way of life – recreationally and competitively. At AIS, students are given
the opportunity to play these sports through our Physical Education and after-school sports programme.
We have active and popular year-round touch rugby and netball clubs at both primary and secondary level,
coached by our own, expert teachers. For both sports, there is the opportunity to represent the school at the
annual AISA Games (Australian International Schools Association) where they compete against other Australian
schools from around the world.
Cricket is a growing sport in Vietnam, with the VCA (Vietnam Cricket Association) becoming an established,
accredited group committed to developing the sport at grass roots level. This includes youth cricket, which has
held a tournament in Saigon since 2019. AIS Saigon was very proud to be the hosts of this year’s 8’s tournament,
consisting of 4 youth teams from in and around Saigon.
Aussie Aussie Aussie, Oi Oi Oi!

Cricket

Netball

Touch rugby
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Hello from the Student Steering Committee!
On behalf of the Student Steering Committee,
I would like to give a brief introduction to the
Inspired Student Leadership Conference.
Organized by a group of students from
Inspired schools around the globe called the
Steering Committee, this virtual event coming
up on the 22nd and 23rd April will focus on
environmental issues and leadership.
With guest speakers such as Google’s CEO
of Spain and Portugal, Roberto Martinez (the
manager of Belgium football team), Nancy
Gibson of Love Wildlife and more, this will be
a great opportunity for students to get
different perspectives on the topics of
environmental awareness and leadership
and engage in discussions. There will also
be a chance for organizations or school
clubs to promote their projects.
We have created an Instagram page (@
istudentleadership_conference) and will be
updating the page as more information
comes.
This is a chance for students to voice their
ideas to fellow Inspired school students all
around the globe. We want to encourage
students to become leaders within their
communities – all it takes is one step. The
take-away message from this is that small
changes leads to big impacts.
Samadhi Kasthuri Jayampathige

AIS HAS TALENT- ARTISTS

J

ust as we explore traditional Australian Aboriginal
art methods that are as old as history itself we
also have an eye to future and digital art. This
talented but ‘modest’ year 10 students shows
some real flare and movement in his designs. Part
of a strip these two images are compelling and full
of action. Hopefully, we will see more of Jake’s
talents in the coming newsletters.
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PROGRAMME 2021
8:30am - 3:15pm • Monday to Friday

Tuesday 22 June 2021 - Friday 23 July 2021

Th u Th iem • Th ao Di en • Xi

• Fun and active holiday programme for children of all ages.
• Focus on English Language Programmes.
• Open to students from all schools.

Register at:

bit.ly/aisvietnam_summerschool

+84 28 3742 4040

ais.admin@aisvietnam.com
The Leader ¡ March 2021
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NOW WITH
BOARDING
1900 6940

enrolments@aisvietnam.com

www.aisvietnam.com

Thu Thiem Campus, 264 Mai Chi Tho, An Phu Ward, District 2, HCMC, Vietnam
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Thu Thiem Campus (Kindergarten - Year 13)

264 Mai Chi Tho (East-West Highway) | An Phu Ward | Thu Duc City | HCMC | Vietnam
t: +84 28 3742 4040

Thao Dien Campus (Kindergarten - Year 6)

APSC Compound | 36 Thao Dien Road | Thao Dien Ward | Thu Duc City | HCMC | Vietnam
Lotus Campus (Kindergarten - Year 1) | Lotus Road
Cherry Blossom Campus (Year 2 - Year 6) | Cherry Blossom Road
t: +84 28 3744 6960

Xi Campus (Kindergarten)

190 Nguyen Van Huong Street | Thao Dien Ward | Thu Duc City | HCMC | Vietnam
t: +84 28 3519 2727

1900 6940
www.aisvietnam.com
enrolments@aisvietnam.com
AustralianInternationalSchoolVietnam
aisvietnam

